MIXER/LOADER TRAINING VERIFICATION

As of July 20, 2002, the Nebraska Pesticide Act requires certification or training for anyone who mixes, loads, or disposes of restricted use pesticides, or any pesticide used in commercial lawn care, commercial structural pest control, or non-commercial outdoor vector control. The intent of this training is to provide people who handle, mix, or dispose of pesticides to receive correct information on how to protect themselves, the environment, and understand pesticide security issues. The Nebraska Department of Agriculture (NDA) will recognize EPA-approved WPS Handler Training as a substitute for applicator certification. Once the mixer/loader has received the approved training, the employer and the employee must sign this document and keep it, along with the approved training materials, for a period of two years, and make this information available to the NDA upon request. Training must be repeated every year.

TO BE COMPLETED BY EMPLOYEE:
By signing below, I am verifying that I have viewed an NDA-approved training video for mixers/loaders of pesticides. I understand that this training must be renewed every year.

Name of Employee (printed):____________________________________________________________

Employee Signature:___________________________________________________________________

Date:________________________

TO BE COMPLETED BY TRAINER/EMPLOYER:
By signing below, I am verifying that the above named employee viewed an NDA-approved video for mixer/loaders of pesticides. I understand that this training must be renewed every year. I also understand that I am obligated to retain this document and present it to an NDA representative upon request.

Name of Employer/Supervisor and Company Name/Location of Training (printed):
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Trainer Signature:__________________________________________________________

Trainer Qualifications:_______________________________________________________

Date:________________________

EPA Approval Number of Training Used:______________________________________________

YOU MAY COPY THIS FORM FOR ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEES. QUESTIONS REGARDING THE MIXER/LOADER VERIFICATION CAN BE DIRECTED TO THE NDA’S PESTICIDE PROGRAM AT (402) 471-2351.